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ABSTRACT

Korea's national nuclear fuel cycle policy is to pursue a proliferation

resistant fuel cycle, and it has been the practice in the past and remains

current as it is.

On establishing the back-end fuel cycle policy, "wait and see what

US would do" was one of the prevailing attitudes among many technical

and policy-making parties. However, the game of "wait and see" seems to

be over. The policy of the "once through cycle" is the firm policy of US

and final disposition by ATW is the direction that US is taking.

Considering the US approach, many of the nations with unresolved

issues regarding the spent fuels have to be concerned with the US

approaches. The question is whether the approach is readily adoptable for

the resolution of the indigenous problem technically and economically, and

if not what would be the next step to choose.

One can argue that US can afford to dispose of the unused nuclear

fuels separated during the process of ATW, but does any other country

could also afford to dispose such a potential energy resource. Of course, at

the current economy, it is not economical to reclaim the unused fuels such

as uranium and other actinides, but how about in the future. One remaining

answer to that is to, again, wait and see how the technology, political and

economical situation would change, especially in respect to the supply of

uranium.

The dilemma that any one would face is the storage of the spent fuels

at the nuclear plant site while "wait and see". The storage capacity in Korea

is reaching the limit fairy fast and building additional storage sites is

expensive and politically sensitive. Only other option left is to develop a



technology to reduce the burden of storing the spent fuel with an option to

retrieve the unused energy if needed in the future. That is; to find a way to

treat the spent fuel to be stored for a long time without the burden of

additional onsite storage facilities with added safeguard and safety of the

spent fuel, economically and with minimum political sensitivities to the

proliferation concerns.

Under the policy guidelines with the technical constraints, at the

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI), the Advanced Spent

Fuel Management Technology plan has been formulated and developed.

The project is to utilize the process that reduces over all volume of the

PWR type spent fuel in 1/4, and the over all decay heat by half removing

some of the radioactive fission products.

At KAERI, the technical validity and feasibility as well as the

favorable operational conditions of each process of the project in laboratory

scales, mostly a semi-continuous batch processes, and every steps of

transition from one step to another, have been reviewed, studied, and

demonstrated, and finally a mock-up of the system is built and the work is

underway for the demonstration of the integrated system.

If the deployment of the technology is economical and many of the

technical issues are resolved, the Advanced Fuel Management Technology

under development at KAERI might be the one that meet technical

requirements for the intermediate storage of the spent fuel until the final

decision for the national plan for the disposition of the spent fuels.

The past trend of R&D and commercial development in US has been

changing from the own national efforts to the multinational cooperation in

the future generation nuclear power reactors emphasizing the economy

along with the non-proliferation. One of the most important factors is the



economy for the next generation nuclear power plants to be acceptable to

the utilities, and the fact that the proliferation resistance design should not

significantly increase the cost of plants.

To the contrarily to the past trend, multinational and international

R&D efforts are strongly recommended by one of the US DOE technical

panel that even for the closed fuel cycle if the new concept of a power plant

can meet economic and proliferation resistance requirements should be

considered.

Further the regional repository or management system of the spent

fuel has been considered during the discussion of working group members

at the DOE TOPS International Workshop (see Appendix A.3.), and a

similar line of thought also reported in "A Roadmap for Developing

Accelerator Transmission of Waste (ATW) Technology, A Report to

Congress, October, 1999. DOE/RW-0519".

Considering the willingness of multinational cooperation in the

future nuclear R&D in US, and immediate need for the storage at onsite

and transportation to the ATW sites of spent fuels, the KAERI approach

would fit right into the line of thinking of US. Further validation of the

KAERI approach with active PWR spent fuels through the joint efforts

with US through the JSCNST would certainly benefits both US and Korea

in facilitating the project, assuring the transparency, and conforming the

NPT policy guidelines.

The project yet has to meet the challenges of the resolve some of the

technical issues, economical viability, institutional acceptance by the utility,

approval of the governmental policy makers, and favorable acceptance by

the international communities for the successful deployment of the

technology.
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1. Introduction.

1.1. Goals and Objectives.

Korea's national nuclear fuel cycle policy is to pursue a

proliferation resistant fuel cycle, and it has been the practice in the past and

remains current as it is. Even a small step that might be seen as a

fundamental change in direction, such a step was not taken in pursuing a

fuel cycle study because it is not worth the risk of misinterpretation by the

concerned parties (US and Korean decision makers) even though such a

step may improve the fuel performance.

Under the policy guidelines with the technical constraints, the

Advanced Spent Fuel Management Technology plan has been formulated

and developed. The project is to utilize the process that reduces over all

volume of the PWR type spent fuel in 1/4, and the over all decay heat by

half removing some of the radioactive fission products.

The goal of the Advanced Spent Fuel Management Technology

Project (ASFMTP) is to develop technologies reducing the volume and

heat source of the spent fuel, demonstrate the technologies for the

deployment for strategic plan of the interim storage of the PWR spent fuel

within the framework of the national fuel cycle policy. The objective is to

reach the goal to develop and demonstrate such a deployable technologies.

1.2. Summary of the Project.

The concept is to reduce the uranium oxide in a PWR type nuclear fuel

to a metallic form using Li metal in a LiCl molten salt bath. The metallic

uranium is then casted into a rod form suitable to be stored in a storage

vault.

By the end of the year 1999, Korea has accumulated about 2,168 tons
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of PWR spent fuel (SF) from three sites, Kori, Yongwang, and Ulchin, and

1,916 tons of spent fuel from the CANDU heavy water reactors (HWR) at

the Wolsung site. The projected inventory of spent fuel in US is about

87,000 tons in mid 2000 and expected to process 1,400 tons of spent fuel

per year with total 8 Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW) units, 175

tons/year per each unit (A Roadmap for Developing ATW Technology,

DOE/RW-0519, A Report to Congress, October, 1999, page A-l, Appendix,

A. 1.2. Deployment-Driven System Overview). The PWR fuels have the

burn-up rates ranging 33,000 (Kori reactors) to close to 50,000 Mega Watts

-Day/Metric Tons of Uranium (MWD/MTU), the older model such as the

Kori has about 30,000 while the current model such as the Yongwang and

Ulchin has nearly 50,000 MWD/MTU, while the HWRs in Wolsung is less

than 1,000 MWD/MTU. The amount of these accumulated spent fuels and

the annual production rates are;

Reactor Site

Kori

Yongwang

Ulchin

Wolsung

Number of reactors

Units

4PWRs

4 PWRs

4PWRs

4 HWRs

Annual Discharge

Rates (mt/yr)

65

75

75

381

Total amount of

accumulated SF

1,076

667

425

1,916

The decay heat is estimated to be about 9,860 Watts/Metric Ton

(W/MT) (2,348 cal/MT-sec) for the PWR fuel of initial enrichment of 3.5%

U235 with-burn-up rate of 35,000MWD/MTU and cooled in a pool for just a

year. If the radioactive Cs and Sr are removed, it becomes 4,872 W/MT

(1,160 cal/MT-sec), and if it is cooled for 5 years in a pool, the decay heat
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is 1,816 W/MT (440 cal-sec) and it comes down to 785 W/MT (187

cal/MT-sec) without Cs and Sr, about a half when Sr. and Cs are removed.

The volume of a PWR fuel bundle is about 160,000 cm3, and that of

the element is 75,000 cm3. The total volume of the UO2 pellet of a bundle is

56,000 cm3 and if all of the pellets are converted to a uranium metal, the

volume of the metal becomes 32,000cm3. The volume is reduced by about a

factor of 4 from the original fuel bundle of 160,000 cm3 to the reduced

uranium metal of 32,000 cm3, considering additional volume of storage

canisters. However, from the storage point of view, the reduced volume is

from 160,000cm3 to 32,000cm3, because in storage, the fuel bundles are

stored, not the pellet, and for the storage of the metallized fuel, the metal is

stored, not the entire bundle. The total heat generated from the reduced

volume becomes twice of that from the original value, because the volume

is reduced by a factor of 4 while the heat rate is by a half.

2. Technical Review.

2.1. The Advanced Spent Fuel Management Technology Project.

2.1.1. Summary of the Process.

The Project involves the sequential processes of the following;

Chopping PWR SF -> Air Voloxidation of UO2(Oxidize UO2 pellet to

U3O8 powder for better chemical reaction) -^Reduction of U3O8 powder to

U metal by Li in LiCl molten salt bath (Spent Li is recovered by

Electrochemical Process)-^Remove Metallized SF(include U metal, Pu,

Am, Cm, Np, Pt Group, and some R.E., etc.,) from the salt (Cs, Sr, Li2O,

LiCl, and some R.E. etc., remains in salt.)-^Smelting of Metallized SF

-> Casting of the metal for Storage -^Place the metallized SF into a storage

canister -^Canister Sealing ->Dry Storage in a Storage Vault.
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At KAERI, research has been carried out for in-depth studies of each

step of the process. Each process, mostly a semi-continuous batch

processes, and every steps of transition from one step to another have been

reviewed, studied, aind demonstrated the technical validity and feasibility as

well as the favorable operational conditions in laboratory scales. A mock-

up of the system is built and work is underway for the demonstration of

each process technology in an integrated system. The studies, research and

development works, and results of laboratory demonstrations have been

presented at various national and international meetings, seminars, and

conferences and published as proceedings, technical papers, and journal

articles. (See papers reviewed and references in the Appendix)

The material compatibility is one of the important factors for a

successful completion of the project. The molten salt of LiCl is very

corrosive and either reacts or penetrates into the grain boundaries of the

materials it contacts. One of the major components, the reactor that

contains the molten salt has to be, thus, the material that can withstand the

corrosive attacks of the Li2O dissolved into the molten LiCl salt. Currently,

the preferred candidates are the metallic Tungsten or the Tantalum, or the

ceramics of Magnesium oxide, Yttrium oxide, and Beryllium oxide. Iron

based steel is not favored because uranium forms eutectic with iron above

670 °C. At the operating temperature U-Fe eutectic melts and selectively

attacks the reactor.

2.1.2. Mock-Up

For the demonstration of the major technology of the project in an

integrated system, a mock-up was designed and constructed, installing all

the needed equipment and system components which could be used for the



deployment, or with components or materials sufficient to demonstrate the

technology though they may not be as durable or desirable as for the actual

plant. By the successful operation of the system, the integrated technology

would be demonstrated, and added knowledge about the operational

conditions, performance characteristics of equipment, and engineering

parameters will be gained.

The mock-up facility consists of three main units, the air-oxidation

unit that removes the uranium oxide from the cladding of the spent fuel as

an oxidized powder form, the pyro-reduction unit that reduces the oxidized

spent fuel powder to a metal in a LiCl bath, and electrolysis unit that

recovers the lithium from Li2O in the waste. The air-oxidation process is

carried out in an oxygen atmosphere while the reduction and electrolysis

processes are carried out under the argon atmosphere.

The processes not included in the mock-up are considered to be either

not crucial technology because they may be partially demonstrated in other

parts of the processes included in the mock-up or a proven technology in

current industries.

There are two walk-in glove boxes, one for the dry air and the other for

the argon gas. Both boxes are 4 m wide, 3m long for the dry air and 4 m

long for the argon gas, and both are 5 m high. Three main process units are

housed in these glove boxes, the air-oxidation unit in the air glove box, the

pyro-reduction unit and the electrolysis unit are in the argon glove box.

Both glove boxes are inter-connected by a transfer chamber and the

gas pressures in glove boxes and in the transfer chamber are maintained at

normally 755 to 759 Torr by control modules installed in both boxes and

operated at the panel outside of the boxes. Equipment for handling tools,

that maintain the operational environment, keep the desired pressure, etc.,
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i.e., monorail hoist, compressors, gas tight doors, HEPA filters, remotely

controlled telescopic crane and built in vacuum, is installed inside and

outside the glove boxes.

Handling and processing of the metallized spent fuel such as the

transfer, casting, and placing the metallized spent fuels into storage canister,

etc., are not included in this mock-up. These processes are demonstrated in

other facility where the vault type confinement is not needed. In this metal

handling facility, the casting process is continuously being demonstrated

for extruding various lengths up to 2.5 meters of length and extrusion

speeds.

Flowsheet

The chopped spent fuel rods are put into the air-oxidation process unit,

a semi-continuous oxidation reactor in the air glove box, and heated

electrically under the air environment. The spent fuel pellets are pulverized

by oxidation and separated from a Zircaloy cladding tube. The oxidized

spent fuel powder collected in a transfer tank (transfer urn) is then

transferred to the pyro-reduction unit in the argon glove box next to the air

glove box. This unit is a continuous mixed batchwise reactor with a bath of

LiCl and Li metal. The uranium oxide powder is reduced to a metal by the

molten Li in this pyro-reduction reactor. The metallized spent fuel is

smelted and transferred to a receiving tank by the gravitational force. The

LiCl salt is transferred to a lithium recovery unit within the same argon

glove box. An electrolysis method is used for the recovery of Li metal from

the spent LiCl salt.
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Walk-in Glove Box

These boxes are made of 6 mm thick stainless steel plate with H-type

steel beam construction. The walk-in glove boxes are normally maintained

at the pressure of 755 to 759 Torr. The pressures in glove boxes and in the

transfer chamber are monitored and controlled automatically by the control

modules installed in both the boxes and the chamber. Both the gas

evacuation module and backfill control module control the number of

purges and fill cycles, and the level of vacuum achieved at each purge

cycle.

Dry Air Box

The air box is equipped with a monorail hoist rated 1 ton load, two

gas-tight doors with air leak rate below lxlO"3 m3/h at 2xlO5 Pa of pressure

difference at 298 K, and two dry air compressors. A cell vacuum pump is

installed within the box. It has a large 1 m wide and 1 m high observation

window, laminated with 10 mm safety glass. A built-in blower is installed

to lead the uranium oxide particulate to the HEPA filter without using the

external blower. HEPA filter outlet is installed on the ventilation pipe for

trapping internally generated uranium oxide particles.
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Argon Box

Argon Box has essentially the same dimension as the air box, except

the length, and in construction. It is equipped with 2 pairs of gloves, and a

remotely controlled telescopic crane that is rated lton load and a special

gripper installed at the end part of the telescopic crane. The gripper has the

tilting function of 180°. The box has one gas-tight door having the air leak

rate below lxlO'3 m3/h at 2xlO5Pa of pressure difference at 298 K, an argon

evaporator, and a cell vacuum pump. It has two large 1 m wide and 1 m

high observation windows, laminated with 10 mm safety glass. A built-in

blower is also installed in this box to be used inside the box for controlling

the path of the uranium oxide particulate to the HEPA filter without using

an external blower. HEPA filter outlet is installed on the ventilation pipe

for trapping internally generated uranium oxide particles. The moisture and

oxygen concentrations inside the argon box are continuously monitored and

controlled below than 1,000 ppm.

The transfer chamber, 0.7 m wide, 3 m in length, and 0.9 m high, is

mounted across the partition wall between air and argon boxes. The

remotely operated transportation cart is installed inside the transfer

chamber. Receiving tanks that collect uranium oxide powder are loaded

into the transportation cart and transported between two boxes without

disturbing atmospheric conditions.

Air Oxidizer

It has mainly 4 parts, the gravitational feeding system of chopped

fuels, a main oxidation body equipped with the perforated vertical screw,

the hull-receiving tank system for the Zircaloy cladding, and the receiving
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tank of oxidized fuel powders.

All parts of this system are made of Stainless- Steel 304L. The heating

system adopts the electrical resistance heating method. Heating element is

Kanthal wire, which is embedded into ceramic insulator.

The chopped fuels sheathed with Zircaloy hulls are introduced into the

main body from the hopper, the feeding system by gravitational force. The

chopped fuel reacts in a main body with oxygen at around 773 K. The dried

air, the oxidation gas, is supplied through the holes at the screw support in

the main body.

The perforated vertical screw can be rotated to forward and backward

directions by the external AC motor. The revolution speed of the screw is

controlled by variation of three components, the warm gear, the variable

voltage, and variable frequency controller. The cyclic motion of the screw

creates the forward and backward motion of the hulls, and the oxidized fuel

powders are separated by the motion of the hull and flows down through

the holes of the perforated vertical screw. The oxidized particles are

collected by a receiving tank, and then the empty hulls are moved upward

direction by the forward revolution of the perforated screw and transferred

to the hull-receiving tank.

The oxidized fuel powder collected at the receiving tank is remotely

transferred from the dry air box to the argon box by a transportation cart in

the transfer chamber.

The maximum operating temperature is at 873 K. The normal capacity

of the air oxidizer is about 20 kg U/batch.

The entire operation including transfer of the receiving tank to the

argon box has been successfully demonstrated in the mock-up facility.
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Metallizer

The metallizer installed in the argon box consists of 4 main parts, the

hopper equipped with a screw feeder, two sets of perforated blade agitators,

the carbon crucible (ID 350 mm, OD 410 mm, H 1,000 mm), and the high

frequency induction furnace with 50 kW and 3,000 Hz.

The carbon crucible is the main reactor, both the inside and the outside

walls are plasma-coated; inside with Yittria(Y2O3) and outside with pyro-

graphite. Lithium chloride (LiCl), the oxidized fuel powder, and metallic

lithium granules are sequentially introduced into the carbon crucible by the

screw feeder. There is no baffle inside carbon crucible. Two sets of

perforated blade agitators prevent the vortex that is formed due to the

revolution of the agitator. Agitators are made of tantalum and can develop

the maximum revolution of 1,200 rpm. The carbon crucible has a special

stopper at the bottom of the crucible. The reduced metal melt is drained

through this stopper. Through a separate tube, highly purified argon is

introduced into the carbon crucible to maintain a high degree of argon

atmosphere inside the crucible.

Two high frequency inductive heating systems are installed separately

at the upper and lower parts of the carbon crucible. The upper part heating

system is operated until it reaches 1,073 K and the lower part heating

system is operated until 1,573 K.

To remove molten salts from the carbon crucible, a tantalum dip tube

is attached to the crucible. The molten salt is siphoned out and transferred

to an electrolyzer in which the lithium is recovered

The normal capacity of the metallizer is about 20 kgLVbatch and it takes

about 6 hours for a batch to be processed.

The reduced fuel metal melt in the crucible is transferred to a receiving
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copper tank by gravitational force through the special stopper in the

crucible.

The carbon crucible used as the reactor may not be adequate for a

deployed plant due to the possible formation of uranium-carbide and the

fragility, however, it is believed to be adequate with Yittria coating inside

the reactor and sturdy enough for the mock-up for demonstration. Tungsten

or tantalum may be the adequate material for the reactor for the deployment.

Because of the availability and cost, carbon crucible was chosen for the

mock-up.

Electrolyzer

In this electrolyzer in the argon box, the Li is recovered from the

molten salt waste produced in the metallizer. This process is not one of the

critical path of the technology demonstration, but a system that reduces the

overall costs by recovering and recycling one of the expensive components,

Li form the waste stream. The electrolyzer is composed of a main vessel, 3

sets of level sensors, furnace that heats the vessel, a receiving tank for the

discarded molten salts, and a tank for the recovered lithium. A cylindrical

magnesia (MgO) tube is placed in the center of the vessel to form a

concentric cylindrical chamber. The vessel is made of a commercial type

stainless steel. A cathode is placed at the center of the inside chamber, the

cathode chamber, and six anodes are placed out side of the cylindrical

chamber in the vessel, the anode chamber. All the electrodes are made of

graphite. An electrical resistance heating heats the vessel. The lithium melt

reduced from lithium oxide by electrolysis is collected at the upper part of

the cathode chamber. The level indication system, which is based on the

electrical conductance-measuring method, detects the upper- and lower-
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limiting levels of molten salts and the interface between lithium and molten

salts. The position of the interface between Li and the salt gives the

information on the amount of the Li melt to be removed. The levels of both

the upper and lower level of the salt indicate the total amount of the salt in

the vessel and the amount of the salt to be removed from the vessel after

the reduction process of the Li in the vessel. The reduced Li melt is

removed from the electrolyzer through the dip tube of stainless steel 316L

by the siphon action. The Li tank is located at the upper portion of the

vessel. Waste molten salts are drained at the bottom of the main vessel

through the special valve installed just for this purpose. The salt tank is

located at the bottom of the vessel.

A high current D.C. power supplier (10V, 100A) is connected to the

electrolyzing electrodes and the three sets of the level sensors are

connected to low current D.C. power suppliers (IV, <lmA).

A separate tube is used for the supply of the highly purified argon into

the cathode chamber.

It is noted that the stainless steel reactor vessel is not adequate for the

LiCl molten salt bath, especially in the presence of the lithium oxide.

However, it is considered to be adequate for the purpose of the system

demonstration. Currently, a new material suitable for the vessel has been

developed at KAERI, however, it is not available as yet for the mock-up.

The new material will be used for the deployed pilot plant in a future.

Operating Conditions

The optimum operating conditions have been determined through

analysis and experimental studies prior to the construction of the mock-up

facility.
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- Air oxidizer

It was observed in experimental studies that the oxidation rate was

increasing as operating temperature was increased up until about 830K.

However the oxidation rate becomes rather slow at the temperature above

873 K.

Considering overall experimental conditions over a range of

temperatures, and taking into account the axial and radial temperature

distribution that was fairy uniform inside the air oxidizer, 823 K is chosen

as an operating temperature.

For removing cladding hulls, forward revolution speed of the

perforated screw should be maintained more than 150 rpm.

- Metallizer

An experimental study was carried out in the U3O8-Li-LiCl molten salt

bath under the argon environment with varying the temperature of the

operation and the concentration of lithium and lithium chloride. Also

another independent experiment was conducted to determine the mixing

conditions and the proper revolution speed of the perforated blade agitator.

It is found that the operating temperature of 1,023 K gave the favorable

conversion yield of Uranium from the Uranium oxide. At this temperature,

a good phase separation between the reduced fuel metal powder and molten

salts by sedimentation is observed.

The bottom of the metallizer is eventually heated up to 1,573 K to

melt the aggregate, the reduced fuel metal particles precipitated at the

reactor bottom. The reduced fuel metal melt is drained by gravitation

through the special stopper to the receiving tank.
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- Electrolyzer

A thermodynamic analysis and an experimental study were conducted

to determine conditions for the optimal preferential recovery of lithium

metal from molten salt mixtures at various applied potential, and the effect

of the electrodes. The applied constant potential of 3 V with current of 50A

at the temperature of 1,023 K is found to be the optimum to achieve the

preferential recovery of lithium metal.

2.1.3. Review Comment.

At KAERI, the technical validity and feasibility as well as the

favorable operational conditions of each process of the project in laboratory

scales, mostly a semi-continuous batch processes, and every steps of

transition from one step to another, have been reviewed, studied, and

demonstrated, and finally a mock-up of the system is built and the work is

underway for the demonstration of the integrated system.

The overall process, compatibility of the each component and the

adequacy of materials, have yet to be demonstrated in the mock-up along

with the integrated technology. Upon successful demonstration of the

integrated technology through the mock-up system, and final resolution of

the system integration, the technology can be considered to be ready for the

deployment.

For the successful conclusion of the project, the system components

and the integrated system have to go through the rigorous demonstration

under the high radiation environment of the spent fuels. Such a

demonstration would require facility modifications in KAERI with

additional costs. Further, to conduct the demonstration with PWR spent
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fuel, it is essential to have the prior consent of the US under the existing bi-

lateral agreement between US and ROK. Considering the availability of

facilities and spent PWR fuels, it would be desirable to conduct a joint

study of US-ROK utilizing the existing US facilities with spent PWR fuels

and sharing the technology with US colleagues. Such a joint effort would

certainly facilitate the successful completion of the project for the

deployment.

The project yet has to meet the challenges of the economical viability,

institutional acceptance by the utility, approval of the governmental policy

makers, and favorable acceptance by the international communities for the

successful deployment of the technology.

2.2. US Programs.

In order to assess the trend and approaches of R&D activities in the

area similar to the project, and also assessing possibilities for collaborative

works with colleagues in US, some of the on-going and new programs

pertinent to the project have been reviewed and briefly summarized in the

following. Further details are in the attached Appendix.

2.2.1. TOPS.

The Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Nuclear Energy, Science

and Technology (NE) has established a task force under the Nuclear

Energy Research Advisory Committee (NERAC) to identify near and long

term technical opportunities to further increase the proliferation resistance

of global nuclear' power systems (TOPS) and to recommend specific

research areas. A TOPS International Workshop was held on March 29-30,

2000 in Washington, DC.
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The Workshop is to identify major factors that have to be included in

the acceptable growth in nuclear power. Those factors are, economic

competitiveness, acceptable safety standards, waste disposal options, and

acceptable risks of proliferation of nuclear weapons. Considering these

factors, the identified future research areas are;

i. High burn-up fuels, including thorium and uranium,

ii. Non-fertile fuels,

iii Regional spent fuel repositories,

iv. Human factors.

To explore the future studies, four Working Groups were established.

Group 1. Intrinsic barriers to proliferation (material and technical),

Group 2. Extrinsic barriers (safeguards, security, material protection,

control & accountability (MPC&A)),

Group 3. Economic, safety, environmental and other factors that may

be impacted by proliferation-resistant approaches,

Group 4. Evaluation methodologies applied to proposed systems.

Review comments:

The past trend of own R&D and commercial development in US has been

changing from the own national efforts to the multinational cooperation in

the future generation nuclear power reactors emphasizing the economy

along with the non-proliferation. One of the most important factors is the

economy for the next generation nuclear power plants to be acceptable to

the utilities, and the fact that the proliferation resistance design should not

significantly increase the cost of plants. To the contrarily to the past trend,

multinational and international R&D efforts are strongly recommended by

the panel that even for the closed fuel cycle if the new concept of a power
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plant can meet economic and proliferation resistance requirements. Further

the regional repository or management system of the spent fuel has been

considered during the discussion of working group members.

2.2.2. Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW)

In FY 1999, US Congress directed DOE to study the ATW and report

to Congress by the end of FY 1999. DOE through Steering Committee and

National Labs, developed the ATW roadmap with following 8 action items,

identifies the technical issues that must be resolved, proposes a schedule

and program to resolve issues, estimates the cost, proposes collaborative

efforts with other countries and other programs developing ATW

technology, identifies the institutional challenges of an ATW program,

assesses the impact on the civilian spent fuel program, identifies areas of

development that could have benefits to other ongoing programs, and

estimates capital and operational life-cycle costs to treat spent fuels.

The Steering Committee came up with

1) Six-year, science based R&D program.

2) R&D plans and schedules.

3) Total R&D costs to be $281M

4) Opportunity for collaboration identified.

5) Institutional challenges identified for US are: nonproliferation &

reprocessing policies, long-term program management commitments,

long-term financing commitment, regulatory and environmental

implementation, and public acceptance.

6) Impacts on the civilian spent fuel program assessed.

7) Benefits to ongoing programs are identified.

8) Capital and operational life-cycle cost to treat spent fuel estimated.
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$208B for 87,000t of commercial spent fuel, $2B for R&D, $9B for the

demonstration, $270B for the post demonstration of design, construction,

operation, and decommissioning. Sale of electricity may offset some of

the costs.

Total expected time of the program is 117 years, initial 8 years for R&D,

27 years for the demonstration, and post demonstration for following 90

years.

Review comments:

The program is for the deployment oriented national program, not one

of the R&D programs initiated by DOE, and spanning 117 years with total

cost over $500B. The partitioning technologies considered to be sensitive

areas from the non-proOliferation point of view in the past have been

identified as an area to be developed with international collaborative efforts.

Participation to those collaborative R&D programs would benefit KAERI

in advancing technology.

3. Non-proliferation Concerns

3.1. JSCNEC Programs and Procedures

The Korean national policy on nuclear fuel cycle is to develop the

proliferation resistant fuel cycle. During the review of the DUPIC program,

the possibility of separating out one or two fission products from the spent

fuel was eliminated. Though the spent fuel still have a highly radioactive

fission products that would be a diversion resistant, the process would have

been misinterpreted by members of Joint Standing Committee on Nuclear

Energy Cooperation (JSCNEC) in the past as a process of separating fission

product, instead of just conditioning pent fuel that might improve the fuel
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performance. One of the processes that could avoid such a

misinterpretation by others is to conduct a joint R&D works under an

international collaborative program.

Spent fuel is considered unattractive for diversional proliferation due

to the requirements to separate fissile material. Deployment of a technology

such as ATW would eliminate this concern. At the same time, however,

ATW technologies themselves would become a potential

proliferation/diversion issue. The present ATW concept does not separate

pure Pu from other TRU at any time during the processing. In this respect,

the technologies for the Advanced Spent Fuel Management Technology,

somewhat similar in a nature to the ATW transition technologies, could be

considered to be proliferation resistant. However, details of the each steps

and process merit the in-depth review and analysis in light of the non-

proliferation views.

For the successful completion of the project, the system components

and the integrated system have to go through the rigorous demonstration

under the high radiation environment of the spent fuels. Such a

demonstration at KAERI would require modifications of the existing

facilities or constructing a new facility with additional costs. Further the

demonstration with active spent fuels from the existing PWR, the prior

consent of the US would be required under the existing bi-lateral agreement

between US and ROK. It would be desirable to conduct a joint study of

US-ROK utilizing the existing US facilities and sharing the technology

with US colleagues. Such a joint effort would certainly facilitate the

successful completion of the project for the deployment.

For the successful deployment of the technology, the project yet has to

meet the challenges of the economical viability, institutional acceptance by
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the utility, approval of the governmental policy makers, and favorable

acceptance by the international communities.

3.1. Non-Proliferation Concerns and the Project.

On establishing the back-end fuel cycle policy, " wait and see what

US would do" was one of the prevailing attitudes among many technical

and policy-making parties. However, the game of "wait and see" seems to

be over. The policy of the "once through cycle" is the firm policy of US

and final disposition by ATW is the direction that US is taking.

Considering the US approach, many of the nations with unresolved issues

regarding the spent fuels have to be concerned with the US approaches.

The question is whether the approach is readily adoptable for the resolution

of the indigenous problem technically and economically, and if not what

would be the next step to choose. One can argue that US can afford to

dispose of the unused nuclear fuels separated during the process of ATW,

but does any other country could also afford to dispose such a potential

energy resources. Of course, at the current economy, it is not economical to

reclaim the unused fuels such as uranium and other actinides, but how

about in the future. One remaining answer to that is to, again, wait and see

how the technology, political and economical situation would change,

especially in respect to the supply of uranium. The dilemma that any one

would face is the storage of the spent fuels at the nuclear plant site while

"wait and see". The storage capacity in Korea is reaching the limit fairy

fast and building additional storage sites is expensive and politically

sensitive. Only other options left is to develop a technology to reduce the

burden of storing the spent fuel with an option to retrieve the unused

energy if needed in the future. That is; to find a way to treat the spent fuel
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to be stored for a long time without the burden of additional onsite storage

facilities with added safeguard and safety of the spent fuel, economically

and with minimum political sensitivities to the proliferation concerns. If the

deployment of the technology is economical, the Advanced Fuel

Management Technology under development at KAERT might be the one

that meet those constraints.

4. Comments, Observations, and Remarks.

4.1. Comments.

The Advanced Spent Fuel Management Technology program has

technical merit for pursuing the current studies. The program provides

desired volume reduction along with reducing the burden of heat removal

for storing the expected large amount of PWR spent fuels. The technology

of removing the Cs and Sr, the one of the largest heat sources, and

separating the uranium metals along with Pu and other actinides fission

products could be considered as a one of the sensitive technologies from

the non-proliferation point of view. However, the processes are all pyro-

processes requiring the batch process that provides better transparency as

well as proliferation resistant compared to aqueous process for separating

uranium and actinides. Considering the current trend in nuclear R&D in

other countries, emphasizing economy as well as assuring and providing

clear transparency, the Advanced Spent Fuel Management Technology

program has a merit in meeting the proliferation resistance features keeping

the actinide and some of the rare earth metals in the reduced metallic phase

while removing the Cs and Sr by pyro-chemical process, not the aqueous

process. Also the metal can be formed into any form and any size easy to

be handled and fitted into the storage canisters that may or may not have
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the heat removing system. Thus the process, if technology is demonstrated,

proven to be economical and industrially deployable, the technology would

aid in resolving one of the difficult issues of disposing the oxide type PWR

spent fuel. The development effort rightly fit into the line of thought of the

panel of the TOPS 4th generation nuclear power plant, economical and

proliferation resistant back-end fuel cycle.

4.2. Observation

As seen in the summary of the TOPS, it is emphasized that economy is

a deciding factor for a future nuclear power plant to be acceptable to

utilities. It is also noted that the technical cooperation within the

international community has been strongly emphasized.

The ATW program, which is not just R&D based program, but a

deployment-oriented program, also emphasized the importance of the

international technical collaboration. The advisory panels and program

committees strongly suggested the program office to seek international

cooperation to resolve technical issues which have been previously

considered to be technically sensitive areas from the non-proliferation

aspects.

Synergistic benefits could be gained by participating to the

international program of this nature, and R&D project conducted jointly

with foreign scientists would not only advance the technical know-how, but

also promote the transparencies on various issues related to the non-

proliferation concerns, such as the proliferation resistant fuel cycle

development.

KAERI has technologies to contribute a lot and also gain a lot by

participating international collaborative R&D programs. In the ATW report,
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the oxalate precipitation process, optimizing electrode configurations and

materials for recovering lithium, have been discussed as some of the

technical issues to be resolved. KAERI has experiences in these fields as

well as the Chloride Conversion Process also discussed in the ATW report.

KAERI has reported their works in various open technical journals, except

the Anti-volatile Chloride Conversion Process. ( ATW report, page 2-14,

under the 2.4.1.1 UREX and Pyro Definition and Experimentation, and A-

6-)

4.3. Remarks.

4.3.1 Views of Others.

It is noteworthy that Mr. Leonard Spector, Assistant Deputy

Administrator for Arms Control and Nonproliferation, National Nuclear

Security Administration (NNSA), stated on the Civil Separated Plutonium

Stocks- Planning for the Future, at the ISIS Conference on May 9, 2000, as

"—US policy of the once through cycle has not been changed. MOX option

is for the burning of the Weapons Pu. However, 1993 commitment for

other nations stands. The trend is more for the once through cycles due to

the high cost of SF to MOX fuel and also treatment of the spent MOX

Fuel—" As stated in his statement, though the US policy of once through

cycle has not been changed, the economy is cited as one of the causes of

the policy.

In addition to the economy, the public acceptance is one of the

important factors for a successful nuclear program, and one of the major

huddles to over come by nuclear planners. It is listed as one of the items of

recommended R&D efforts by Working Group 3, in the TOPS International

Workshop Report.
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4.3.2 Nuclear Energy viewed by Korean Public.

The views and opinions on the nuclear waste including the spent fuel

by different sectors of the public in Korea are of great interest for those in

this field. Opinions by various sectors of the public ranging from old

farmers to one of the highest ranking government legislative and

administrative officers, very young primary school child to a re-known

president of a university, and a social worker to a church clergy, provided

quite eye opening facts of their concerns, complete ignorance, or

indifference as far as "it is not in my back yard (NIMBY)". Though the

institutions involved are working hard for the education of the public, not

even the surface of the shell has been scratched on this particular issue of

nuclear energy, even more so for the treatment of spent fuels from nuclear

power plants. In general, representative views of public are that the national

policy is urgently needed for the over-all nuclear programs including spent

fuel disposition and radioactive waste disposal, not just a radioactive waste

storage site. However, a large population expressed the views of "wait and

see what US is doing" or "We need electricity but not the radioactive waste,

the ash of death". The public views of Korean society is not so much

different from that of US, and it is noted that every nuclear programs in US

have to go through the "Public Hearing" for their acceptance of the

program. If the deployment of the project of Advanced Spent Fuel

Management Technology becomes the accepted national policy and the site

is within the boundaries of the existing nuclear facilities, the rigorous

public hearing may not be needed, however, if it is to be at a green-field,

educating the public and meeting the requirement of public acceptance

would be one of the huddles to over come.
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4.3.3. Visit to ANL.

On August 14, Monday, 2000, visited Dr. James J. Laidler, the

Director, Chemical Technology Division, Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Building 205, Argonne, IL 60439-4837. Phone 630-

252-4479, Fax 630-252-5528, e-mail Iaidler@cmt.an1.gov.

At Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), under the Integrated Fast Reactor

(IFR) project, the spent fuel from the light water reactor(LWR) was

processed to separate fission products from U, Pu, Am, Np, Cm, etc., to be

used as the blanket of the fast breeders. Typically, U-20/TRU-10/Zr was

the composition of the separated metals. However, due to the program

decisions, the IFR program was terminated.

The fuels for the ATW program is quite similar to that of the IFR but

distinctive in that the blanket in IFR becomes the Non-fertile fuel in the

ATW reactor. The process is to separate U by Urex to have less than 100

nCi/g TRU and lppm FP in such that the U can be disposed as low level

liquid waste (LLW). The remaining fission products and TRU are separated

by pyro-chemical processing including electro-refining and winning

technologies, using reducing agents such as Ca for the reduction of the

oxide TRU to metallic TRU which is used as Non-fertile Fuel in a

transmutation reactor. Further the Tc and I are separated from the FP and

combined with the TRU to be transmuted to non-radioactive elements. The

lefts over FP, which may have the half-life of less than 30 yrs, are disposed

as radioactive waste. The composition of the SF of the 1,000 t LWR are

approximately 10 t TRU, 945 t U and 45 t FP. U in the LWR fuel,

dissolved in nitric acid solution, is separated by aqueous extraction process

(UREX) and the TRU is separated from the FP by the pyro-chemical

process.
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Currently, all the plants of about 800t/yr capacity such as, La Hague,

THORP, and Rokkasho, use the Purex system. US plans to have facilities

of about 2,200 t/yr capacity. Currently, the cost of Purex is about $1,000 to

$l,500/kg. The expected future price is about $400/kg. The pyro-process

costs about $185/kg for LWR SF, however, because the pyro-process is a

semi-batch process, the cost will increase as the capacity is increased. Thus,

if one plots the $/t vs capacity of t/yr for Purex and for Pyro-system, the

curves over-lap at some capacity of t/yr. The required capacity of an

accelerator obtained from such a plot for the ATW would be not less than

100 MW, i.e., 100mA with l,000MeV.

On the subject of possible technical cooperation between US specifically

ANL and KAERI, his response was quite positive. If he is invited and

approved such a visit by US Government, he is willing to come to KAERI

and discuss with technical people in KAERI on various technical issues of

pyro-chemical technologies. Also, exchanges of both KAERI and ANL

staff to both ANL and KAERI would be another possibilities for a technical

cooperation. On the technical interaction, he has suggested to nominate a

delegate to a Working Group, OECD-NEA Nuclear Science Committee

Note: The trip to ANL was made while the writer was on vacation.

5. Future Plans.

5.1. Economic Analysis.

The economical analysis of the project, especially for the deployment

of such a technology is a very complicated and a hard task to accomplish.

The deployment cost has to be compared with other options, such as the

storage of the spent fuel at the plant site in an existing storage pool or in a
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pool constructed in addition to the existing one. When there are a few

options, it is even more difficult to have reasonable comparison of the cost

for those various options. The cost may depend on the political

environment at the time the project is deployed, and also the industry that

may provide needed technologies at the time and place where it is deployed.

Regardless, the following fundamental questions should be answered;

Issue 1). The cost for the plant, i.e.,

What would be the volume and activity of FP and the waste LiCl

salt?

What would be the capital cost for the process plant

How well the LiCl can be cleaned, what would be the total

amount of the waste LiCl, and how this would be disposed of?

Is the system for a small modular scale built at the storage site

can be made economical to treat the spent fuels at the plant site or

at the central station, what scenario would be adequate?

Issue 2). Associated Costs, such as; What would be the total amount of the

separated fission products of Cs and Sr and means of disposal of

them?

Would there be a technology available for the disposal of the

waste, such as vitrification or solidification of LiCl?

What are the capital and development costs for the auxiliary

system, and waste disposal or handling plant?

Could the waste disposal or treatment plant being built at the site,

and justified for such a plant at the site?

Issue 3). What would be the operation and maintenance costs of the

treatment plant and the waste handling plant, annual or per unit

volume or unit weight bases?
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Issue 4). Are there any needs for the transportation of the spent fuels or

waste generated at the site to be treated or disposed at the

centralized location, or the treated fuels be transported to a

central storage sites?

There are many other additional questions to be answered for the

economic analysis for a deployment of the treatment and auxiliary plants.

Utilizing any of the existing analysis models, the detailed analysis of the

deployment of the treatment plant is planned for the next phase of the study.

It merits the in-depth studies of the current Advanced Spent Fuel

Management Technology in view of economical viability even the

technology may not be matured for such a deployment. On the subject of

the economy, an in-depth study is planned in the next phase of the period,

November 2000 to May 2001.

5.2. Non-Proliferation Issues.

For the successful completion of the project, technology and

component qualifications have to be demonstrated with active spent fuel

samples. For this demonstration, the prior consent of US for the project is

an essential procedure. If the project is to be carried out at KAERI, either

an existing facility has to be modified or build a new facility with rather

large amount of project costs. However, if the project is justified and

recognized the technical merits by both US and ROK, there is a possibility

with good probability of forming a joint project with US counter part. If the

technology is economically viable, the technology would be readily utilized

in US nuclear industry as well in Korea for the intermediate storage and

transportation of the spent nuclear fuels.

Though the technical approach of the project does not present visible
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proliferation concerns, further detailed analysis may be needed. On the

subject of the proliferation concerns, an in-depth study is also planned in

the next phase of the period, November 2000 to May 2001.
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APPENDIX.

A. 1. Technical reports and papers reviewed include the following:

1. Mock-up Facilities for the Development of an Advanced Spent Fuel

Management Process Using Molten Salt Technology

Y.J. Shin et al. Paper presented at the ATLANTFi 2000, October 29,

2000, Avigon, France.

Description of three process units in the Mock-up, the Air Oxidizer,

Metallizer, and the Electrolyzer is presented along with their function and

operational conditions. UO2 is further oxidized to U3Oj[ in the Air Oxidizer,

and reduced to a Uranium Metal in the Metallizer by Li metal. The Li in

the form of Li2O in the salt is recovered in the Electrolyzer to be reused in

the Metallizer. The details on construction with operational conditions are

given.

2. The Characteristics of Fission Products in Dry Stored Spent Fuel.

K.S.Yoo et al. Paper presented at the 2000 KNS Spring Session.

Metallurgical analysis was performed on the irradiated specimen of

PWR spent fuel from the Kori power station. It was irradiated for 2 cycles,

stored in a pool for a year and cooled in the air for 7 years. The sample has

the burn-up of 39,700 MWD/MTU. Analysis was made by EPMA, not a

quantitative chemical analysis. Mo-Ru-Rh-Pd were not found, and

crystalline Ru and Nd were abundant.

3. Treatment of Oxide Fuel Using the Lithium Reduction Process.

E.J. Karell, R. D. Pierce, and T. P. Mulcabey. ANL.
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Paper presented at the June, 1996 ANS Meeting, Reno, NV.

Reduction of various oxide states of uranium to metallic uranium by

metallic lithium has been successfully demonstrated in 10 kg scale.

Equipment functioned well, material balance was satisfactory, and the

chemical behavior of actinides and fission products was as expected.

Li in the molten LiCl salt reacts with UO2 yielding U metal and Li2O. The

cladding is unaffected by Li, and remains with U metal in a basket that

contains oxide fuel. For the convenience, fission products (FP) are divided

into 4 groups, 1). FPA that forms Cl compounds, alkali and alkaline earth

metal, which dissolve into the salt after converted to chlorides. Eu is also in

this group. 2). RE groups are either dissolved or remain in baskets. 3). FPB.

I, Te, Sb, Se, Br are in this group. They react with Li and forms salt soluble

compounds. 4). Noble Metal (NM) group which are reduced to metal along

with actinides and remain in fuel baskets.

Operating conditions of 650 °C, and less than 3 wt% of Li2O provide for

efficient Pu reduction.

Decomposing the Li2O electrochemically (Electrowinning) Li is

effectively recovered from the salt. The oxygen evolved by the

decomposition at the ANODE is transferred back to the salt to form L2O as

quickly as it is decomposed. During this process, FPA remains in the

recycled salt, Uranium, Pu, RE, NM, and FPB stays in the basket, and Li2O,

some of the FPA and some part of FPB are in the salt.

Plans are made for using TMI-2 core debris, however, test result is not

available.

4. An Experimental Study on the Reduction of Uranium Oxide by

Lithium.
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Y. J. Shin et al. Page 1046 - 1051 KNS 1996

Varying the Li and LiCl concentration relative to Uranium Oxide and

also varying the reaction temperature, the following results were obtained

The favorable reaction temperature: 730°C

Li Concentration: 1.2 times of the Stoichiometry

LiCl: 0.75g/gofU3O8

5. Ion Exchange Characteristics of Zeolite in LiCl Molten Salt.

Suh, J. S. et al.,

In the molten salt of LiCl, alkali, alkaline-earth and some of the rare-earth

metals are dissolved during the process of the reduction of uranium oxide

using Li metal in the LiCl salt bath. Removal of the Sr and Cs from the

bath is essential for efficient and effective use of the salt bath for the

process. An experimental study was conducted for the removal

characteristics of the Zeolite, as an absorbent for the Sr and Cs. It is

observed that Na in the Zeolite leaches out first and increase the Na

concentration in the salt bath. High concentration of Na in the bath is not

desirable. However, the salt-occluded Zeolites exhibited much desirable

characteristics for removing Sr and Cs by absorption in the salt bath.

6. Criticality Safety Analysis of a Mock-up Facility.

K. M. Bae et al.

Paper presented at the 2000 KNS Spring Meeting.

Using a SCALE4.4 CSAS6 codes, the criticality was calculated for 5 wt%

U-235 fuel of UO2, MOX, and Uranium metal. 25.797 kg of fuel was

assumed per batch and maximum of 4 batches were used. Both 44 and 238

energy groups were used for cross-section averaging. The worst case
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scenario shows the k-effective of 0.93960 for the infinite water moderating

system, less than the limit 0.95 set by US NRC, NUREG-0800 (1981).

Considering the worst case, the geometry of the Mock-up for handling less

than 4 batches at a time, it is safely assumed the system is far from the

criticality.

7. Feasibility Study on Advanced PWR Spent Fuel Storage Technology.

Y.J. Shin, et al.

Paper presented at the RECORD 98, October 25-28,1998, France.

Removing the UO2 pellets from the Zircaloy cladded fuel elements by

oxidation into a U3O8 powder, and reducing the U3O8 powder to a uranium

metal by Li metal in a LiCl molten salt bath are the two basic processes

described in the paper. Experiments, using simulated spent fuels, were

carried out at various operational conditions. At 600 °C, it is observed the

oxidized uranium oxide pellets easily flowed down from the cladding, and

the reduction of the U3O8 was carried out at 730 °C and the reduction rate of

about 96% was achieved within 4 hours.

Further the criticality of the storage configuration has been computed

with ORIGEN 2 and MCNP codes. Maximum credible configuration yields

Keff of 0.936, less than the usual limit of 0.95.

Thermal analysis was conducted using the COBRA-SFS code for the

storage configuration of both hexagonal and square geometry. The

estimated maximum temperatures were 193 °C for the square and 183 °C

for the hexagonal geometries

The study reveals that the feasibility is assured in a laboratory scale

for the technology, the oxidation, the reduction of the uranium oxide to a

metal, and the storage of the reduced metal in a metallic form in a
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conventional storage configurations.

8. Thermal Analysis of the Spent Fuel Storage Cask Using the Fluent Code

J.C. Lee et al., Paper presented at the KNS Spring Meeting of 1999.

Using the FLUENT code, the temperature distribution of a storage cask

was computed. The concrete storage cask that can contain 24 bundles of

PWR spent fuel was analyzed. The maximum temperature was 357 °C,

while the temperature for the metallized spent fuel for the same storage

configuration was 617 °C. The total amount of the metallized fuel was

about 4 times that of the PWR spent fuel, and the metallized fuel from

which the Cs and Sr were removed has about half of the decay heat of the

PWR spent fuel. The reduction of the spent PWR oxide fuel to a metallic

form may reduce the over all volume by 1/4, but the storage capacity is not

reduced by 1/4 due to the decay heat.

9. Lithium Recovery from Radioactive Molten Salt Wastes by Eletrolysis.

Y. J. Shin et al.,

Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry, 639-643,

V. 243, No. 3, 2000.

The optimum operational conditions of the recovery process of Li by the

electrolysis from the molten salt were the objectives of this study. Both

experimental and theoretical studies were carried out to determine the

operating temperature, relative concentration of LiCl, area ratio of the

cathodes and anodes immersed into the salt bath, and applied potential for

the electrolysis. Also, the preferential recovery conditions of Li when the

Sr and Cs ions exist in the salt were examined. The results obtained are:
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operating temperature of 93 OK, LiCl of about 95mol %, and applied

voltage of 3.0V. During the process of reducing the uranium oxide by Li

metal in a molten salt of LiCl, the Li is oxidized to Li2O and remains in the

salt. The recovery of the Li and reuse is one of the essential processes to be

the process economically deployable.

10. Effects of Cr Content on Corrosion Behavior of Fe-Cr-Ni Alloys in

LiCl-LiO2 Molten Salts at High Temperature.

S. H Cho et al., August 2, 2000.

For the study of the corrosion mechanism, experiments with various

Fe based alloys of Cr contents in molten salt bath of LiCl with Li2O at the

temperature ranges of 650 to 850 °C were conducted and the results were

analyzed. It is found that the generally accepted perception of the behavior

of the Cr oxide in preventing the corrosion in the Fe based alloys did not

take place in the molten salt of LiCl with Li2O dissolved in the bath. In the

absence of Li2O, the presence of the Cr in the Fe based alloy retards the

corrosion process, however, at the presence of Li2O the retardation does not

take place.

11. Precipitation Behavior of Uranium in Multicomponent Solution by

Oxalic Acid.

Y. J. Shin et al., Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry,

Vol. 209, No.l (1996) 217-223

Experiments were conducted using various concentrations of oxalic

acid in a multicomponent solution of U, Nd, Sr, and Cs. Maximum 96.5%

of U precipitation and the preferential removals of Cs and Sr are also

performed. The valance control of U is one of the key factors for the better
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yield of U precipitation with oxalic acid in a nitrate solution. The co-

precipitation of Sr and Cs while U is recovered should be prevented, and

the condition for minimizing the co-precipitation should be studied in a

future.

12. Thermodynamic analysis and experimental study on the chlorination

of Uranium Oxide by gas-solid reaction.

Y. J. Shin et al, Journal of Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry,

Vol. 227, Nos 1-2 (1998) 75-80.

By computing the Enthalpy and Gibbs Free Energy, the reaction rate

of U with Cl2 has been analyzed and the reaction conditions, ie.,

temperature, pressure, atmospheric conditions, such as the moisture,

oxygen and other contents have been studied. The findings are also

substantiated by experimental verifications. Based on the study, when the

operating temperature is above melting points of UC14 863K, and below

the boiling point of 1065K, almost all of the U are converted to chlorine

compounds. The volatility of the compounds depends on the degree of the

oxidation, i.e., UC13 is less volatile than UC16 and the reaction rate of each

compound depends heavily on the reaction conditions. Depending on the

desired products, the reaction conditions can be selected to be suitable for

the yield of desired products.

13. Determination of Correction Factors for Conservative Prediction of

Spent Fuel Composition.

H. S. Shin et al., Proceedings, Spring conference of Korean Nuclear

Society, 1999

Using SAS2H (Shielding Analysis Sequence No.2) module of SCALE 4.4
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with 27, 44, and 238 group cross section libraries, depletion calculations

have been performed for the 54 PWR spent fuel samples. Comparing the

measured and calculated results, the correction factors were obtained for 27,

48, and 238 group cross section libraries. Applying correction factors, the

spent fuel composition can be predicted for fuels with various burn-ups

using SAS2H module of SCALE code.
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A.2. Summary of DOE TOPS International Workshop (March 29-30)

The Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology (NE) has

established a task force under the Nuclear Energy Research Advisory

Committee (NERAC) to identify near and long term technical opportunities

to further increase the proliferation resistance of global nuclear power

systems (TOPS) and to recommend specific research areas. A TOPS

International Workshop was held on March 29-30, 2000 in Washington,

DC.

Terms of reference under which the Workshop was held are to

identify major factors that have to be included in the acceptable growth in

nuclear power. Those factors are, Economic Competitiveness, Acceptable

Safety Standards, Waste Disposal Options, and the Acceptable risks of

proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Under the terms, four future research areas are identified.

1. High burn-up fuels, including thorium and uranium.

2. Non-fertile fuels.

3. Regional spent fuel repositories.

4. Human factors.

To explore the future studies, four Working Groups were established:

Group 1. Intrinsic barriers to proliferation (material and technical),

Group 2. Extrinsic barriers (Safeguards, security, MPC&A),

Group 3. Economic, safety, environmental and other factors that may

be impacted by proliferation-resistant approaches,

Group 4. Evaluation methodologies applied to proposed systems.

Each Group made recommendations as;
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Group 1. INTRINSIC BARRIERS.

R&D Themes:

• Reduction of weapons-useable material.

• Make the material inaccessible,

• Make the material un-attractable,

• Minimize the opportunity of diversion,

• Increase transparency.

Short Term R&D (0 - 5 yrs):

• Improve material protection, control, and accountability

(MOC&A).

• Develop high burn-up FUEL

Intermediate Term (6-15 yrs):

• Enhance LWR fuel cycle through high burn-up.

Long Term (16+yrs)

• Advanced reactors, Advanced LWR, LMR, Liquid Fuel

Reactor, GCR.

• Reactor with no refueling, and Closed Cycle Reactors.

Other Areas:

• International Collaborations on high burn-up, Th/U fuels,

non-fertile fuels, and advanced fuel cycle concepts.

• International management of spent nuclear fuels.

Group 2. EXTRINSIC BARRIERS

Tasks: Identification of the most important factors or attributes for

technology R&D opportunities, near and long term research, and most

productive international collaboration.

The major attributes for an effective Safeguards system are:
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• Availability and access to all relevant information

• Effective information analysis

Completeness of coverage

Timeliness of detection

• Material accountability with high quality measurements

• Reliable containment and surveillance where feasible

• Design review and verification

Detection/confirmation of undeclared activities

Competent staff

Effective training and motivation

Reliable and effective Non-Destructive Analysis and

other equipment

Adequate funding

The identified areas of the most important opportunities for near and

long term research, and of the most productive international collaboration

are,

Information Technology

System Studies

Wide Area Environmental Monitoring

• Enhanced Material Tagging Safeguards Measure

• Application of PRA methodology

Improved, low cost surveillance,

Improved international/regional Safeguards interaction

• Improved threat definition and analysis for optimization of

protective measures
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Group3. ECONOMICS, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND

OTHER FACTORS

This group was tasked to address the need to balance proliferation

resistance of future nuclear plants against many other factors that must be

considered such as economy, safety, and environment.

Factors in evaluating technology R&D opportunities for improving the

proliferation resistance of future nuclear plants are:

• Economic competitiveness of a advanced reactor design is a MOST.

• Lack of competitiveness is the primary impediments.

• All externalities should be converted to economic factors.

• Proliferation resistance concerns viewed by buyers or sellers.

Buyers may go to "cheaper" with less proliferation design.

• Any costs for the proliferation resistance should not increase

significantly the cost of a plant, including fuel cycle costs.

• Single standard for proliferation is needed.

• Reducing the generation costs may reduce the level of proliferation

resistance.

• Need the international spent fuel disposition facility.

• Review the proliferation R&D periodically.

• International standardization of plant designing on proliferation

resistance is needed.

• Proliferation resistant R&D on fuel cycle is more cost effective than

over all plant design.

• Need of the International standard quantification methods and

metrics for proliferation resistance. DOE should lead the efforts.

Recommended R&D projects are:

• Develop the Risk assessment methods
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• Identify and quantify the most economically favorable proliferation

attributes.

Research in Open Cycle vs. Transmutation vs. Recycle, considering

economy, public acceptance, and national strategy issues.

• R&D on new reactor types, more economical and proliferation

resistant reaictor types

• Develop a methodology for inclusion of proliferation resistance in

life cycle cost analysis.

R&D in international spent fuel disposition capabilities, including

potential for commercialization.

• Research to assure economical supply of Uranium.

Group 4. Evaluation Methodologies Applied to Proposed Nuclear

Energy System.

Charges to the Group were:

• Recommend options for an integrated assessment of barriers to

proliferation in various reactor/fuel cycle systems

• Characterize potential proliferation

• Identify specific national and international R&D programs on non-

proliferation evaluation methodologies.

Methodologies considered were; based on conceptual assessments of

risks, costs, and benefits:

• Intrinsic versus Institutional Barriers,

• The Multiple Tiers of Methodology.

1st Tier; Proliferation has occurred, that is, that diversion or theft has

taken place. Construct a fault tree, assign a probability to each of

the node of the fault tree which leads to that results.
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2nd Tier; A matrix which tabulates the sequence of steps along one

axis and material and technical barriers on the other axis.

Construction of each corresponding matrix elements would be

the proliferation actors. A measure of weight can be assigned to

each elements.

3rd Tier; A summary assessment, a burden to be carried by the

institutional barriers, such as the "total cost" for the acceptable

risks established.

Future R&D:

• R&D designed to fill in the elements in the matrix.

• Practicality of a fault tree approach

• Identify means to encourage motivations for incorporating

proliferation resistance as major objectives in the choice of reactor

technologies and fuel cycles.

The Joint Statement to the May, 2000 Workshop on Generation IV

Nuclear Power Systems was issued by the six participating nations,

including Republic of Korea. It states that they recommend the direction of

potential future multinational cooperation as a consensus reached by the

participants. Also the Joint Statement was issued on Generation IV Nuclear

Power Systems Work Shops of January 27-28, 2000, Washington DC by 9

participating countries, including the Republic of Korea.
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A.3. The summary of the Report "A Roadmap for Developing

Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW) Technology, A Report to

Congress, October 1999. DOE/RW-0519

Executive Summary

In FY 1999, US Congress directed DOE to study the ATW and report

to Congress by the end of FY 1999. DOE through Steering Committee and

National Labs, developed the ATW roadmap with 8 action items that;

1). Identify the technical issues that must be resolved

2). Proposes a schedule and program to resolve issues

3). Estimate the cost

4). Proposes collaborative efforts with other countries and other

programs developing ATW technology

5). Identifies the institutional challenges of an ATW program

6). Assess the impact on the civilian spent fuel program

7). Identify areas of development that could have benefits to other

ongoing Programs

8). Estimate capital and operational life-cycle costs to treat spent

fuels.

The products of these 8 action items are;

1). Six-year, science based R&D program. Key technical issues to be

identified are;

a). Lifetimes of proposed materials and components

b). Reliability of components

c). Degree of partitioning and separation

d). Quantification of long-lived radioactivity generated in operations,
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including the spallation products.

2). R&D plans and schedules.

3 years: Complete the systems and trade studies to justify major

technical choices, complete an institutional analysis.

5 years: Complete a pre-conceptual system design, complete a detailed

R&D and demonstration plan to begin after 6 years,

At the end of 6 years: complete initial R&D and assess technical

viability of ATW.

3). Cost of six-year R&D estimated.

Total costs $281M

Accelerator R&D: $18M

Separation R&D: $58M

Target/Blanket R&D: $123M

Program Management: $26M.

4). Opportunity for collaboration identified.

Potential technical and financial collaboration with on-going

programs in Europe, Russia, and Asia exist.

5). Institutional challenges identified..

Significant challenges for US policies, e.g., nonproliferation &

reprocessing, long-term program management commitments, long-

term financing commitment, regulatory and environmental

implementation, and public acceptance.

6). Impacts on the civilian spent fuel program assessed.

Could reduce potential long-term radiation doses from repository

waste by a factor of 10. A reduced inventory of Pu and other

transuranics from the repository could decrease the likelihood of a
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future unauthorized attempt to recover fissile material.

7). Benefits to ongoing programs.

Supportive to programs in nuclear non-proliferation, nuclear safety,

waste management, high power accelerators, nuclear chemical

process, nuclear fuels, next-generation nuclear fuel cycles, material

science, and nuclear technology in general.

8). Capital and operational life-cycle costs to treat spent fuel estimated.

$208B for 8,7000t of commercial spent fuel.

$2B; R&D.

$9B; demonstration

$270B; post demonstration design, construction, operation,

and decommissioning.

Sale of electricity may offset some of the costs.

Total time; 117 years.

Initial 8 years for R&D,

Demonstration 27 years,

Post demonstration for following 90 years.

The "Back End of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle"- The Context for ATW

The US, 20% of the electricity generated by nuclear power, discharges

87,000 tons of spent fuels when the existing nuclear power plants reach the

end of their license period. Countries such as Japan, England, France, and

Germany are planning to recycle the fuel, that is; Pu is recovered and

recharged into the current generation reactors for further energy production.

Russia stores SF with intent to enhance the energy potential of uranium and

transuranics using breeder reactors in the future. Japan also intends to use

breeders, while US, Canada, Sweden, and several other countries employ a
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"once through cycle".

In US, Yucca mountain geologic repository in Nevada is suitable for

70,000 tons that include 63,000 tons of commercial SF with 600 tons of Pu

and 70 tons of Tc & Iodine, 4,300t of defense high-level waste, and 2,700

tons of DOE-owned fuel from research, naval, and production reactors. If

Yucca mountain is determined to be suitable, construction begins in 2005,

and emplacing will start in the year 2010. The initial loading is expected by

2035. The repository will be sealed about 100 years after the loading is

completed, but the access may remain for a long time. All depends on the

Record of Decision (ROD), expected in 2001.

Partitioning/Transmutation and ATW.

In the ATW report, the following definitions are used.

Partitioning: Materials of interests are chemically separated from much

larger mass of discharged reactor spent fuel and prepared for

transmutation, recycle, and /or disposal.

Transmutation: Recover energies or creation of non-radioactive

byproducts or shorter-lived by-products to be emplaced in a

repository from the tansuranics and long-lived fission

products from partitioning the spent fuels.

In 1991-1995, the National Academy of Science Committee evaluated

the partitioning and transmutation.

The conclusions are:

• The processes are technically feasible.

• A system to treat spent fuel in the US would cost billions of $s and

many decades to implement.

• Applying thermal and fast reactors to partitioning and transmutation
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would be based on considerable technology experience while ATW

requires extensive development before technical feasibility could be

realistically assessed.

• No partitioning and transmutation system offers sufficient promise

to abandon the current once-through fuel cycle in the US or to delay

the opening of the first nuclear waste repository.

• A geologic repository would still be required even if a

partitioning/transmutation system were introduced

Partitioning/transmutation may delay or eliminating the need for a

second repository but the capacity of the first repository could be

increased.

The ATW Road map Process.

Major Technical Issues to be addressed are:

- Materials and components for the ATW

- Operational reliability and availability

- Safety of an ATW system consistent with regulatory requirements

- Degree of partitioning achievable, and

- Quantification of long-lived radioactivity generated.

The ATW Roadmap- A Science-Based, Technical-Risk-Reduction

Program.

Participation of panel of world experts, France, Italy, Japan, Russia,

Sweden, and the US is essential for the success of the project, and a six-

year technical risk-reduction program is needed. The expected cost and

schedules are: 1&2 year-$30.2B, 3yr-$43.5B, 4yr-$74B, 5yr-$74.8B, 6yr-

$58.5B, and the total $281B.
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A Deployment-Driven ATW Roadmap.

The initial R&D phase would be followed by a sequenced

demonstration phase having the following milestones:

Year 15: Demonstration comprising a full-energy, reduced power

accelerator; a full sized neutron target, and small transmuter

generating 30MWt, about l/30th of full scale.

Year 23: Demonstration facility upgraded to full accelerator power and

transmuter operating at one half of the full power (840 MWt)

Year 29: Demonstration facility upgraded to two transmuter modules at

full power producing electricity.

Conclusions from the ATW Roadmap Study.

1. A repository is an essential part of the nuclear fuel cycle with or

without ATW deployment in US.

2. Defense and DOE owned spent fuel comprises a major part of the

waste in US.

3. It takes about 20 years and cost $1 IB.

4. The partitioning/transmutation system may take decades into future

and has a large uncertainties.

5. Among many benefits, the opportunity to participate in and

influence international efforts in areas of nuclear non-proliferation,

safety, and waste management.

6. Active US participation in international ATW R&D efforts could

have positive impacts on cost and schedule and may have access to

facilities/capabilities not available in US.

7. There is no show stoppers are identified as of now, however, a
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several year R&D would provide benefits in related technologies,

i.e., material science, accelerator, etc.

ATW Roadmap Study Recommendations.

Recommendation 1: An initial period of up to six years should be

undertaken for trade and system studies for two distinct

purposes. The first would be to evaluate ATW within the

frame work of nonproliferation, waste management, and

economic consideration. The second would be to evaluate the

efficacy of numerous technical options for ATW system

configuration, type and power of accelerators, neutron

spectnim and effectiveness for transmutation, type of nuclear

fuel and coolant, technologies for material separation under

proliferation-resistant conditions, etc.

Recommendation 2: During the six year period, address the key technology

issues. Attention should be directed to the high priority issues,

identified previously in their report.

Recommendation 3: Above recommendations should be undertaken in the

form of strong international collaboration at the level of system

studies, system configuration, and science based R&D.

Recommendation 4: Total cost of $281M is needed.

Recommendation 5: After five years of initial R&D, report to the congress

the following;

1. A reference ATW system definition at a pre-conceptual level.

2. Status of ongoing efforts highlighting interim results and needs.

3. Demonstration plans with facilities in use in US and other

countries and facilities to be constructed.
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4. A preliminary design and cost for such demonstration

5. Institutional analysis defining the strategy for addressing and

dealing constructively with issues such as regulation, public

acceptance, etc.

Next Step.

Congressional appropriation provides funding for research on ATW.

** In the following, discussions on the subjects relevant to the "Spent

Fuel Management Technologies" were further reviewed and summarized.

2.2.2 System Performance Objectives. (Page 2-5.)

...very complete separation of uranium from the TRU and fission

products, which can be accomplished with existing aqueous process.

Alternative processes might achieve this degree of separation, but the

development costs are likely to be high.

Because TRU is important to non-proliferation objectives and to

repository performance, very high removal efficiency of U is required.

2.4 Fuel Treatment and Waste Forms R&D Roadmap.

The greatest need at the end of the six year R&D period is for pilot

scale process studies. Many chemical processes behave differently at larger

scale than they do in laboratory bench-scale experiments. Existing glove

box and hot cell facilities throughout DOE will be utilized.

2.4.1 Spent Fuel! Treatment.

Combination of aqueous solvent extraction and pyrochemical process

will be the baseline for efficient separation of U, Tc, I, and TRU. Aqueous
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process is the one that can handle large volume with commercially proven

technology.

2.4.1.1. UREX and Pyro Definition and Experimentation.

UREX is for the separation of U, and Pu and other TRU would be left

in aqueous raffinate together with the non-gaseous FP. This stream would

then be sent to a pyrochemical process where the product is precipitated,

filtered, and calcined to place the constituents in the form of oxide,

reduced to the metallic state, and electrorefined to separate the TRU

and selected long-loved FP for transmutation in the ATW transmuter. The

recovery system of I would be required.

Technical issues to be addressed are; selection of Pu reductant that will

not add waste volume, effective separation of Tc and Np from U, and

validation of the oxalate precipitation. The potential need for an additional

hull-leaching step to meet the actinide recovery goal is also a technical

concern.

Efforts would also be directed toward optimizing electrode

configurations and materials for recovering lithium used to reduce actinide

oxides to their metals and improving the process for consolidating the TRU

product recovered during electrorefming.

2.4.1.2. All Pyro-Study.

During the two year study in the early stages of R&D, the potential for

all pryochemical process would be assessed. Meeting purity requirements

for U separation and costs for processing a large volume would be the key

issue.
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2.4.2 ATW Fuel Treatment.

The recovery of un-transmuted transuranics and general FP for recycle

is necessary. There are two options, a chloride volatility process and an

eletrometallurgical process. The difference is whether Zr, major component

of the fuel, is removed from the TRU and FP. Using the chloride volatility

process depends on the selection of the fuel whether it uses the Zr matrix or

not, and the process is not demonstrated in commercial scale.

3.0 International Cooperation & Collaboration

Japan has made a large commitment for R&D to partition TRU from

HLW and transmute in reactors or accelerator driven transmuters. Non-

aqueous and advanced aqueous processing have been examined.

3.1. Summary of Current Worldwide ATW Programs.

3.1.1 International Fuel Cycle Applications of ATW.

Generally the international efforts are in the following three areas;

1).MOX fuels in LWRs, 2). Transmutation of Pu and mjnor actinides in

fast reactors, and 3). waste transmutation in accelerator driven subcritical

assemblies.

US established a policy of the once through, not to reprocess,

Japan has the "double strata", transition from MOX recycle to MOX

and Pu recycle.

French views ATW as a back-end to a mix of reactor types that

include LWRs, MOX fueled LWRs, and breeders.

In all cases, the use envisaged ATW would be to destroy the TRU or minor

actinide components that build up in the fuel cycle.
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3.1.2 International Waste Transmutation Programs.

3.1.2.1 France.

French is following up a large spectrum of partition and transmutation

strategies. The scenario includes a combination of most options: LWR;

LWR with MOX; fast reactors; specifically LMR; and ATW. Level of

effort is 80% R&D, "wet" reprocessing but pyro-metallurgical technologies

are being considered. Sodium (Na), lead-bismuth-eutectic (LBE), and

helium are being pursued as coolant options. Use of Thorium with minor

actinide as fuel as well as waste transmutation have been pursued. There

are no plans to separate Iodine and Technetium. A decision may be made in

2006 for construction of demonstration plant.

3.1.2.2. CERN. "Energy Amplifier"

The concept is to burn actinides and produce power through a Th fuel

cycle. The primary target and coolant option is the LBE.

3.1.2.3. Japan.

A long term HLW strategy has not been fully defined, Japan is

pursuing a combination of LWR, LWR-MOX, LMR, actinide fueled fast

reactors, and ATW. There are no near term plans for the final decisions.

Nitride fuels composed of mostly minor actinides, LBE, Na, Pb, and He are

considered for coolant. Processing is aqueous, but pyro technologies are

also considered, and R&D was conducted.

3.1.2 A. Russia.

For mainly on Pu disposition, Russia has significant projects, and

pursuing a combination of LWR, LWR-MOX, and fast reactors (LMR and
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gas-cooled). Russia has a unique expertise in LBE loops based on their

nuclear submarine designs.

3.1.2.5. International Science and Technology Center (ISTC)

Programs.

The Institutes of Physics and Power Engineering (TPPE) is building a

prototype LBE target to be irradiated at LANL, USA. ISTC is also funding

a project on molten salt technology.

3.1.2.6. Other Programs.

Germany recently has built a large-scale Pb-Bi facility at Karlsruhe.

ROK is pursuing a fast neutron hybrid system.

3.2 Near-Term Opportunities for Cooperation.

3.2.1 European Union.

The Fifth Framework agreement between EU countries includes

significant funding on ATW research, and cooperation with US is a

possibility with good probability.

3.2.2. France.

Bilateral agreement between DOE and France in NERI program is in a

final stage. This agreement could be amended to include other programs of

mutual interests, such as LBE, accelerator and target design, fuels and its

testing, system trade studies, and basic scientific data on physics, materials,

and thermal-hydraulics.

3.2.3 Japan.
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Areas of mutual interests could include 1) coolant-LBE, 2) accelerator

target design, 3) fuels and fuels testing, 4) system trade studies, 5) basic

scientific data on physics, materials, thermal-hydraulics, and 6)

development of a pyro-metallurgical process.

3.2.4. OECD-NEA.

NEA is currently conducting a partitioning and transmutation study in

which US is participating.

3.2.5 Russia.

Russia has been working for a long time with LBE for Alpha class

nuclear submarines. The Russian technology and facilities could be made

available if US pays the technology transfer and use of the facilities.

Following issues may have to be resolved: 1) Management of

reimbursement 2) retrieval of documentation (the Alpha-class submarine

information may be classified, and the data date back to 1968) 3)

qualification of materials to ASME standards (the Russian steel

composition for Pb-Bi usage is unique). These factors should not prevent

the US from investigating the potential benefits of working with Russian

scientific community on ATW technologies.

5.3 Proliferation Risk.

Spent fuel is considered unattractive for diversional proliferation

due to the requirements to separate fissile material. Deployment of an

ATW technology would eliminate this concern. At the same time, ATW

technologies themselves would become a potential proliferation/diversion

issue. The present ATW concept does not separate pure Pu from other TRU
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at any time during the processing.

6.0 Benefits to Other Programs.

6.4. Nuclear Technology Development.

An indirect benefit from ATW development and deployment could

come in the form of advanced technology and international participation in

advanced nuclear technology:

o Accelerator Technology-improvements in cost-effectiveness and

reliability.

o Separation Technology - Development of pyrometallurgical

processing at a scale of ATW would bring this technology to the

forefront and demonstrate weapon proliferation/diversion

resistant options for nuclear fuel cycles

o Materials and Coolant Technology- Would advance the state of

knowledge and benefit other programs and industries,

o Neutron Science Research-Provide opportunities for intense

neutron source research.

7.0 Life-Cycle Costs for a Deployment Driven ATW System

The total life-cycle cost comprises the principal cost elements of;

• 8 years of initial R&D and prototype activities,

• 20 year program of design, construction, and operation of the

demonstration of facilities,

• 90 year period design, construction and operation of production

facilities,

• 8 ATW stations, with each station consisting of;
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- 2 accelerator units

-1 spent fuel processing facility: separate U and FP from SF,

process the separated actinides and special FP into the irradiation

assemblies,

- 8 transmuter units, forming 4 power blocks of 2 transmuters each,

- 4 electrical generation units and 1 station switch yards.

- 1 ATW fuel unit

- 1 waste transport and disposal function unit.

Total costs of $279B, $53B for separations, $59B for accelerators, and

$86B for transmuters.

Appendix-Deployitnent-Driven ATW System Implementation

A.I Deployment-Driven ATW Scenario.

A. 1.2. Deployment-Driven System Overview.

The system is expected to process 175 t/yr of UO2per ATW station,

and the total inventory of 87,000 tons of SF has to be processed. The

separation process would start with aqueous process to separate out U, I2

would be isolated during this step. TRU oxides would be moved to the

pyrometallurgical separation process. The next step would be oxide-

reduction to convert the oxide to metal. In the final step, TRU would be

separated from the remaining FP.

166 tons of U would be obtained at a single station, and total 1,328

tons of U which is about 10% of existing depleted U in US. 36 cubic

meters of ceramic waste and 6 cubic meters of metal waste (6.1fyr) of

stable, short lived, or long-lived with low activity, and small amount of

TRU are generated. About 1.82t/yr TRU would be blended with Zr to form
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ATW fuel assemblies. About 22% of the TRU content would be fissioned

per pass. 7.4kg/yr of Tc and 2.1kg/yr of I2 would be formed separately into

target assemblies or other waste forms.

1.82t/yr of TRU corresponds to generate 6,720 MWt, including

lOOMWt of beam power. Assuming 37% thermal efficiency, 2,486 MWe is

expected. After 60 years of operation, virtually all of the TRU will have

been fissioned.

A.2.1 Development of Separation Technologies and Waste Forms.

The 3 necessary functions are:

1). Extract TRU and Tc and I for the ATW fuel and fission product target

assemblies.

U, 95% in weight is purified sufficiently for disposal as LLW or for

surface storage for future use.

2). Processes irradiated ATW fuel to extract unfissioned TRU elements

and newly generated long-lived FP for recycle.

3). Incorporates separated FP into durable waste forms for disposal in a

geologic repository.

A. 2.1.1. Spent Fuel Processing.

3 alternative processes were considered.

Preferred Process: UREX, a hybrid system consisting of an initial

PUREX-based aqueous processing step, followed by a series of

pyrochemical steps collectively termed the electrometallurgical

(EM) process. UREX produce a pure U stream for disposal, Tc and

I2 streams for target, and actinide-FP oxide stream. The EM

separates TRU from FP and converts TRU oxide to metallic form
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for ATW fuel.

Alternate 1. "All Pyro" option that uses a variation of the basic EM for all

separations without any aqueous steps.

Alternate 2. Initial UREX followed by an aqueous TRUEX-based step,

and in turn followed by the EM process.

A.2.1.2. ATW Fuel Processing

The reference ATW fuel is a metallic fuel with a nominal fuel

composition of 23w% TRU and 77w% Zr. The process is to extract TRU,

separate Tc and I, and provide waste streams compatible with either

ceramic(gas bonded sodalite) or metallic (Zr-Fe alloy). Pyrometallurgical

process was selected by the TWG for the robust and compact nature, ability

to handle fuel cooled for only a few months, compatibility with the desired

waste forms, and cost-effectiveness. Two options were a chloride volatility

process and electrometallurgical process.

A chloride volatility process, similar to Kroll process, for Zr

extraction coupled to an electrowinning process for actinide and FP, is a

preferred option. The proposed electrochemical processes are similar to

those used by IFR program.

A variant of the classic chloride volatility technology referred to

Molten Salt Chloride Volatility Process (MSCVP) are to be investigated.

Review Note:

As discussed previously, the concept of ATW may not be directly

applicable to the management or disposal of spent fuel from nuclear power
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plants in Korea. The total amount of the spent fuel to be treated by ATW

may not be sufficient to warrant to own ATW units in Korea. However, the

technologies would bring synergistic benefits of technologies into KAERI.

Participating various international R&D programs may warrant for KAERI

to contribute to and benefit from the Program.
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A.4. JSCNEC.

The 21st JSCNEC meeting was held on June 26-28, 2000, Seoul

Korea. It is an intergovernmental bi-lateral meeting between US and ROK,

in which members of committee review issues on Policy, Technical

Cooperation, Nuclear Safety, and Safeguards. The issues on NPT are

contained in the Policy issues, mostly international concerns surfaced

during the past NPT meetings, items such as CTBT, Fissile Material Cutoff

Treaty, and Regional issues. However, relevant NPT issues are sometimes

buried in the context of the project description in the technical programs. It

may not be necessary to review the entire report in detail, however, the

overview of the report would provide the understanding how the non-

proliferation issues have been handled in the JSCNEC.

The report of the 21st JSCNEC meeting is currently in draft form, and

the content and format is similar to the last one, the 20th meeting report.

Thus, 20th JSCNEC Report is brief reviewed and the summary is presented.

The report has 4 sections, A. Policy issues, B. Technological

Cooperation Issues, C. Nuclear Cooperation Issues, and D. Safeguards

Issues. Each section is further divided into two subsections, On-going

Items, and New Items. There were 7 on-going policy issue items (A-l-1 to

A-1-7) and one new item (A-2-1), 14 on-going technical cooperation items

(B-l-1 to B-l-14), 5 new items (B-2-1 to B-2-5), 13 Nuclear Safety

Cooperation Issue items (C-l-1 to C-l-13), one new item (C-2-1), and 6

on-going Safeguards Issue items (D-l-1 to D-l-6) with no new item.

Some of the issue items are further separated by different projects, such as

10 different projects under B-l-10, Collaboration with Department of

Energy (DOE) on Nuclear Energy R&D under the Office of Nuclear

Energy, Science and Technology's (NE) Nuclear Energy Security Program.
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None of the technical projects that have related technologies to partitioning

nor pyrochemical processes are mcluded in the on-going or new projects of

the JSCNEC program of the year 2000. In the following some of the nature

of the issues and projects are briefly reviewed.

A. Policy issues.

A-l. On going items.

A-l-1. Overview of Korean and US Nuclear Energy Programs.

US presented the DOE NERI program. DOE can not directly fund

international collaborative project through this program, however, US

is to assist Korea, and Korea presented their works on Comprehensive

Nuclear Promotion Plan.

A-l-2. ROK-US Nuclear Cooperation.

A-l-2-1. Nuclear Export Control System.

Activities on last Zangger Committee was the main subject.

A-l-2-2. Nuclear Policy Seminar.

Funding will be reviewed and discussed.

A-l-2-3. ROK/US Cooperation for Nuclear Technology Export to

Other Countries.

Two issues, the Chinese assurances(or lack of it) on US consent

rights over the transfer to third countries of US technologies and

items, and the forth coming amendments to 10CFR Part 810 on the

export issues of accelerator technologies.

A-1-3. Review of US and ROK Cooperation with Other Countries.

Cooperation between US and Australia, US and Canada, ROK and

France, and ROK and UK has been items discussed and reviewed.
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A-1-4. Non-Pro] iferation.

A-1-4-1.NPT.

PreCom and RevCom 2000 have been discussed.

A-l-4-2. CTBT,

Ratification of the treaty in US Congress was the subject.

A-l-4-3. Fissile Material Cut-Off Treaty (FMCT).

Both US and ROK shared their concerns.

A-1-4-4. Regional Non-Proliferation Concerns.

Concerns were raised on India-Pakistan under ground nuclear

explosions, and the importance of the Agreed Framework was again

emphasized for maintaining the peace and stability in S. East Asia.

A-l-5. Cooperation with International Nuclear Organizations-IAEA.

A-l-5-1. Convention of Nuclear Safety.

Report of US on the recent ratification of the Convention was

welcomed by ROK, and discussed further broad participation of

countries including N. Korea.

A-l-5-2. Convention of the Safety of Radioactive Waste.

39 countries have signed, 9 ratified, and Korea is moving for the

preparation for the ratification.

A-l-6. Cooperation with OECD-NEA.

Korea expressed the interests in joining the international R&D

programs through the organization, and US aired concerns of slow

progress in drafting MOU between NEA and IAEA.

A-1-7. Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear

Damage.

Compensation for Nuclear Damage (CSC) may facilitate a long

term solution to the nuclear liability issues involved in the KEDO
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project.

A-2-1. Asian Nuclear Safety Conference Process.

The conference made a noteworthy contribution to the nuclear

safety dialogue among nations in the region.

B. Technological Cooperation Issues.

B.I. Ongoing Items.

B-l-1. Development Korea Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor.

Review of computer codes used in the program and future

opportunities through NERI program have been discussed.

B-l-1. Technology Development for Radioactive Waste Treatment,

Decontamination and Decommissioning and

Environmental Restoration.

KAERI's interests in the field of dry decontamination and LLW

vitrification technologies were presented, and funding issues were

discussed in the technology cooperation.

There are total 14 items in the On-going Technical Cooperation

Issue Items, programs ranging from DUPIC, isotope production,

returning the spent research reactor fuels to US, and to a resistive

plate chambers with 10 different projects under the B-l-10,

Collaboration with DOE on Nuclear Energy R&D under the NE's

Nuclear Energy Security Program.

B-2. New Items.

4 new items ranging Laser development to waste vitrification

projects were discussed.
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C. Nuclear Safety Cooperation Issues.

C-l. On-going Items.

There are 13 items, ranging the technical programs of reactor aging

issues, training of staff, staff exchanges, researches on sever

accident analysis, and regulatory issues.

C-2. New Items.

Cooperative research on PRA has been discussed.

D. Safeguard Issues.

D-l. On-going Items.

There are 6 items, ranging the safety inspection, safeguard R&D,

physical protection, and some of the agreement issues have been

discussed.

D-2. New items.

None.

Review Comments:

During the JSCNEC review process, many of the non-proliferation

concerns were raised and through mutual discussions, some of the sensitive

issues have been resolved. One of the approaches that can resolve sensitive

technical issues in respect to the non-proliferation concern is to conduct a

joint technical study program with colleagues in US. The JSCNEC is one

of the processes that can facilitate such a project assuring the transparency

and conformation of abiding the NPT policy guidelines by others.
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